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Heritage Emergency Fund

Hello and welcome to this the first edition
of our “Discover Portrush” magazine.
With the cancellation of our Heritage
Evenings we have sought alternative
ways of maintaining contact with you our
membership, our followers and
future members.
Since lock-down we have been producing weekly Heritage
Newsletters which are sent out by e-mail. Our members
are, in the main, authors of these articles and we would
like to thank Hugh McGrattan, Maurice McAleese, Dr Peter
& Frances Wilson, Kate Murphy, Keith Beattie, Professsor
Seamus MacMathuna, Dr Colin Breen, Robert Corbert, Andy
McInroy, Geoff Warke, John Moore, and Jim Cavalleros.
The Newsletters are also published in the Chronicle and our
thanks go to the editor John Fillis for his support in this regard.
Our Covid Emergency Committee of John Moore, Keith
Browne, Mervyn Mckay and John McNally have been busy
developing alternative and new communication channels.

Audience at Heritage Evening in Portrush Atlantic Hotel

We are grateful to the National Lottery Heritage Fund for
their financial support with the purchase of equipment and
provision of volunteer training to develop these channels. We
will keep you informed about these exciting developments.

We all miss the opportunity to be able to gather in a room, to
chat and hear talks about our shared Heritage and we look
forward to their resumption when it is safe to do so.
Meantime we will continue to use all available means to keep
in touch with you in the hope that when we next meet it will
be a continuation of a conversation we have been having
through this difficult time.

We also realise that there are many who do not use the
internet or perhaps prefer to read printed material and in this
regard we believe that our “Discover Portrush” magazine will
help to keep those members informed on our activities and
plans going forward.

All we ask is that you help us grow our membership so that
our Heritage Voice can be heard where it matters. Please
encourage your family and friends to become or retain their
membership. It’s very simple to do. Just send contact details
plus £10 subscription to Chairman.portrushheritage@gmail.
com and we will include them on our mailing list.

We have been working through the pandemic on a project
called “Young Explorer Portrush” or YEP! This project, which
is led by Jade Thorne, is an information channel that our
Teachers and School Children will be able to use to access
information about our local heritage. There will be more on
YEP! in the next edition of this magazine.

Have a great Christmas. You and your family and friends
deserve it.

This “Discover Portrush” magazine draws on the talents of
many and our thanks go to Anne Marie McAleese, Hugh
McGrattan, Kate Murphy, Raymond McMullan, Robin Ruddock
and Geoff Warke for their contributions.

John McNally, Chairman, Portrush Heritage Group

National Lottery
Heritage Fund: Covid
Emergency Funding

Heritage Chairman John McNally commented:
“Thanks to the National Lottery and its players we can
now make the presentations from our Heritage Evenings
available, through both video-podcasts and social media
channels. Our members have also been busy providing
material for our weekly series of “Heritage Newsletters” and
the “Discover Portrush” magazine. This is being posted to all
our members and followers and will also be available in the
Library and our Churches. We’re grateful that The National
Lottery Heritage Fund is supporting us at this crucial time
with the purchase of equipment and volunteer training – it’s a
lifeline to us and others who are passionate about sustaining
heritage for the benefit of all.”

Portrush Heritage Group (PHG) has
received £13,300 from The National
Lottery Heritage Fund to help
sustain its ability to communicate
with its membership and
interested followers. Since the
Covid-19 pandemic and lockdown began PHG has had to
cancel the annual Pirates Off Portrush Festival in July and the
Winter Series of Heritage Evenings.
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where local drama groups perform to well-filled audiences,
and the Portrush Irish Dancing Festival where young people
compete and display their skills.
Firework displays in the Recreation Grounds also have a long
tradition extending back to the pre-war years. These were
often preceded by a musical entertainment from marching
bands, military tattoos being very popular. The Arcadia
Ballroom was a popular venue for showbands in the big band
era. It welcomed dancers from all over the province and
many hearts were won and lost in its environs.

Portrush Theatre Company’s 2020 production of “Puss in Boots”

Cultural Heritage

No list of entertainments would be complete without a
mention of Barry’s Amusements, which replaced The Winter
Gardens and Pleasure Grounds so popular at the turn of the
last century. Portrush has always been a popular destination
for Sunday School excursions. A dozen or more special trains
might arrive on one day from all over N. Ireland. For children it
would have been a highlight of their year and for many
Barry’s provided accommodation for refreshments behind
their main building where their Big Dipper now stands.

By Kate Murphy
Maurice McAleese in his book Golden Strands
gives us a flavour of the entertainment heritage of
Portrush. He reports,
“The summer of 1913 certainly seems to have been
particularly successful from the point of view of
entertainment. In no previous year has there been
such a galaxy of attractions in Portrush. What with
two picture houses, a variety theatre, a dance hall,
band performances galore, not to speak of the
amusements on the East Strand, the town is happily
equipped. There is a seemingly endless variety of
itinerant street musicians.”

Situated as it is on the peninsula, Portrush has a strong
history of water sports. Some of the founders of Irish surfing
began their careers here and the Portrush Yacht Club
encouraged many young wind-surfers and sailors in the days
before every child had a wet suit. Diving displays at the Blue
Pool and in the harbour were popular until modern health
and safety regulations made safety a priority. Today there
are three surf schools, a kayaking club and a thriving costeering business.

Portrush still has a strong musical and entertainment
tradition, dating from the music hall variety concerts at the
turn of the century to the annual pipe band competitions
in the Recreation Grounds and the more recent Atlantic
Sessions which bring music to every pub and café in the area.

Fishing provided a livelihood for many in the town before it
became a leisure activity. Today small boats fish inshore
and larger ones go further afield after bigger monsters of the
deep. However, it was not all about water sports. Portrush
boasted successful hockey and football clubs and golf needs
a section all to itself.

Portrush Pipe Band, which sadly is no more, drew traditional
tunes from Scotland and England as well as Ireland.
Ballywillan Flute Band introduced many youngsters to music
and local hostelries have always hosted traditional sessions.
More recently a traditional music school, North Coast Trad,
has made its home in Portrush.

The town has a golfing heritage second to none starting from
its establishment in 1888. Old Tom Morris visited the town in
1889 and advised on the first 18 hole layout for the Golf Course
. Over the next 130 years Royal Portrush hosted more than
fifty British and Irish National Championships. In 1951 the Club
hosted the Open Golf Championship for the first time outside
England and Scotland. The Open returned to Portrush in 2019
with a record attendance of 237,750. Many famous golfers
have played Royal Portrush and amongst the esteemed
local lady golfers were two early winners of the Ladies British
Amateur Championship, May Hezlet (1899, 1902 and 1907)
and Rhona Adair (1900 and 1903). In more recent times local
gentlemen heroes Fred Daly (Open Champion 1947) Graeme
McDowell (US Open Champion 2010) and Darren Clarke (Open
Champion 2011) all became Major Champions. Royal Portrush
Golf Club looks forward to the return of the Open Golf
Championship to its world famous links.

There have always been ample outlets for local talent.
Ballywillan Drama Group have been putting on a postChristmas show since 1952 and, with the Portrush Music
Society, they have a long, proud heritage. Both groups
present annual shows which are greatly appreciated and
supported by the local and wider community. Portrush
Theatre Company have recently continued the Pantomime
tradition which is going from strength to strength.
A Film Society shows monthly ‘art house’ films in the Play
House, once one of the two cinemas in the town. For many
years our town hall has hosted both the Summer Theatre

How’s your Ulster Scots

1857 Isometric Drawing of Portrush copyright Earl of Antrim

By Raymond McMullan
An account of Portrush in the early nineteenth century by a
Jack o’Connell,
“Whun I come tae Per’trush at the furst. It be tae be forty five
year syne noo, It wus joost a rough wee village whur a wheen
o’ fisher folk leev’t an naithin mair.
They wur joost yin wee steamer ( A heilan boat ) cam in an
that wus al’; I had sore work o’it finnin ludgins at the furst.

there an the lake o’ that, forbye that the wummin at owned it
had a black ee, so I dinny stap there”.

Whur the Gran hotel stans noo they wur joost a when o’ wee
theekit cots, at low at ye cud’n put yer han on the roof o’
them,I mind it weel.
The furst hoose I gane tae the gless o’ the windas wus oot o’it
an they wur colfed wae oul hats here an oul raggit trousers

If you would like to hear how this should be spoken we invite
you to listen to Raymond Mc Mullan speaking Ulster Scots in
our “Discover Portrush” App at Marker 6 in The Heritage Trail.
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to whom we were related and who ensured there was plenty of
fish in our diet. And the house on the corner of the back lane was
the home of Billy Moffatt, another boyhood friend.

Memories from the Dockhead Wall
By Hugh McGrattan
I WAS born at No 13 old Ramore Street, Portrush, which, like its
modern namesake, overlooked the harbour and, in particular, the
old dock. So, the low wall that separated street from sea became
known as the Dockhead.

Further down the street lived the Pattons, the O’Neills and the
Flemings, all stalwarts of the Lifeboat, and I imagine I can hear
the banging of doors and the thump of rubber boots on the
pavement that followed the firing of the two warning maroons
that were the pager of their day and summoned the crew in an
emergency.

Thankfully, the wall still stands, although now devoid of the group
of four or five men who, in days gone by, seemed to inhabit it
on an almost permanent basis. I can remember how the black
basalt that topped the wall, and on which the men leaned as
they yarned, had become smooth and even shiny over the years!
Among those men would have been my father when he was
home on leave.

Next to Ramore House was Mr. Cochrane’s antique shop. Am
I correct in thinking that a suit of armour sometimes stood at
its doorway? We children might sometimes peep into its dark
interior but never dared to cross its threshold. I wonder what
long-gone treasures it may have held?
Then there was the entry into the building where the last of the
horses employed in pulling the coal carts were stabled. After
that a café and beside it the corner shop where Mr. Reid had a
confectionary shop and where I bought my sixpenny bottles of
lemonade and sparkling special, in tall glass bottles with wired
down tops and a penny back on return.

The Dockhead thus became the territorial title for an area that
encompassed Ramore Street, Garden Court, Lower Main Street,
Quarry Court and the Quay. Those streets are gone now, swept
away in a tide of re-development in the 1960s, although the title
Ramore Street lives on in the apartment blocks built by the old
Portrush Urban Council.

Old Ramore Street had another name that was used in the late
19th and early 20th centuries – Bazaar Street. Some one told
me the old nameplate was still on the wall underneath the new
name plate. Both plates were allegedly dumped. I hope the story
isn’t true.

In the 1940s, this was the oldest part of Portrush, and the oldest
building in it was Ramore House. Indeed, it could be said to have
been the last house in the town before you reached Ramore
Head, but the greenkeeper’s house built in the 1920s probably
usurped it of the title.

For a long time I wondered how Bazaar Street got its name. That
great Portrush journalist Ernie Sandford had one theory. His
parents, Joe and Lizzie Sandford, had a grocery and sweet shop
on the corner in the 1890s, with a linen shop next door called The
Swiss Bazaar. It was the popularity of this shop that gave the
street its name, Ernie believed.

I was born a few weeks after Hitler invaded Austria so by the
time I could walk we were at war. Thus, my earliest years were
of a town devoid of many peacetime activities and peopled
to a noticeable degree by men in uniform. But the war was not
something you thought about much at that age.

The fact remains, however, that as far back as 1861 the name
Bazaar Street was in vogue. At that time the street was still under
development. My father had two houses on the final block of
eight, which had been built in the 1880s.

Ramore House had been turned into apartments, I believe.
The building had a certain weary dignity and some people
confusingly called it the Castle. We children were not to know it
was probably 150 years old and may even have been built using
stones from a real castle (or fort) that had partly covered the
area where the old coal yards were.

I often pondered, too, why Garden Court was so-called when
there wasn’t a garden in sight! All we had in those days were
back yards. Our houses backed on to Garden Court and we
shared a long back lane that ended at the Recreation Grounds
wall. As well as the binmen, the brock man used to call once a
week for food scraps for his pigs. Where the word “brock” came
from I don’t know.

A century previously it had
been the home of the famed
Rev. Dr. William Richardson,
who was not, as has often
been stated, the rector of
Ballywillan, but vicar of the
parish of Benburb in Co.
Tyrone. Presumably with a
Ramore House
curate securely in charge
there – a common practice
with aristocratic clergy - he was able to live where he liked and
indulge in his various scientific interests, which included botany
and geology.

The title Garden, however, I discovered years after we had left
the area, was a link with days when large gardens covered the
area. They were part of the fine properties on Lower Main Street,
including Ramore House, were once the abode of the more
prominent residents of Portrush.
The Urban Council, which had been the principal local authority
in Portrush from the end of the 19th century, in the 1920s created
the Recreation Grounds. It was one of the most inspired projects
of their 70 years’ existence and I remember it as a busy area
throughout the summer with tennis courts, bowling greens and
putting pitch all active.

When Ramore House was pulled down in 1966 it proved to be a
building of many surprises, not least because of walls internally
insulated with peat. Were it still standing today, it would without
doubt have been preserved as a structure of considerable
historical value, but such was the enthusiasm for progress back
in the Sixties that many a relic of high value was destroyed. Even
the humble houses in Ramore Street, demolished at the same
time, had their historical interest, roof timbers made from the
masts of old sailing ships being revealed.
But, in the 1940s old Ramore
Street was still alive, peopled
to a large extent by fisherfolk
and seafarers. The family was
living here in 1916 when my
grandfather was lost with four
of his crew on the rocky shore
of Anglesey and two doors
up another master mariner,
Charles McCullough, had
suffered a similar fate just four
years before.

We the children of the Dockhead appreciated the swings
provided and the fact that some of us could watch the summer
tattoos and fireworks displays at the Recreation Grounds for
free from the back bedroom windows of our homes. But our real
recreation area – our adventure playground, if you like - was
Ramore Hill, which was inhabited throughout most summer days
and weekends by our “gang”.

Old Ramore Street, 1966

In 1948 we moved away from Ramore Street and the gulf between
the Big Triangle and the Hill was too great for a ten-year-old
to navigate. And so those Dockhead friends - my first friends receded from my life to eventually become visions of the past.
Now, like those long gone but memorable streets and alleyways
of the Dockhead, most of them have been swept away by the
passage of time.

Bob Elkin, whose house was on
the corner of the entrance to Garden Court, had also been a sea
captain and a friend of my grandfather. A beautiful model of a
yacht stood in the hallway of his house. He lived next door to my
friend Jackie Pollock. On the other side lived the Doherty family,
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An off-season picture of the Recreation Grounds with Ramore Street
and Garden Court in the background.

Drontheims Boats from
the Past to the Present
By Robin Ruddock
The drontheim is a clinker built open boat that is doubleended and was usually between eighteen and twenty four
feet in length. They were originally sailing and rowing boats
but were adapted to carry engines when these became
available in the inter war years. The drontheim name for the
Drontheims Boats from the Past to the Present.
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The James Kelly was built in McDonalds boatyard in Moville
in 1998 for the Causeway Coast Kayak Association and is
now sailed off the north coast. The drontheim boat was used
for fishing with long lines and for drift netting for salmon,
lobster fishing, transporting people and animals, transporting
seaweed and for racing in regattas at the end of the fishing
season.

Drontheim boats in Portandhu Harbour around the turn of the century. Photo copied from an old
The Hopkins, McCann and the Kelly boatyards in Portrush
postcard.
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drontheim boat was light enough to be hauled clear of the
water at the end of the day by the crew after the catch had
been landed and the ballast stones removed.
Launching ceremony of the Garavogie, 1903

The 22’ Drontheims ‘Lady Florence’ and ‘Evelyn M’ sailing to
Rathlin Island 2019.
Photo Robin Anderson.
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Building Plots to
Let in Portrush
c1857.
By John McNally
J.W. Campbell painting of Portrush Harbour & Town c1822
In the early years of the 19th Century, Portrush was little more
than a small fishing village with a natural harbour for small
boats. Substantial houses were few and the bulk of the small
population resided in small houses and cabins clustered
around the harbour.

In subsequent years this hotel changed hands several times
and was subject to many enlargements and improvements.
In 1883 the Belfast and Northern Counties Railway formed the
Northern Counties Hotel Company Ltd, purchased The Antrim
Arms Hotel and began to enlarge and improve it, having first
renamed it The Northern Counties Hotel.

By 1834 the town had grown somewhat, and the harbour itself
was greatly enlarged in 1826/35 by the construction of new
piers with the original natural harbour becoming known as
the old dock. From the 1830s, passenger steamers would sail
regularly to Portrush from ports such as Ardrossan, Ayr, Troon
and Glasgow.

The railway reached Portrush in 1855 and contributed to the
rapid growth of the seaside resort by providing fast, cheap
transport from the major ports and across Ireland. This
growth of the town, the provision of the enlarged harbour,
an hotel and the new big houses, all provided more work
opportunities and thus accelerated an increase in population
and the need to provide more accommodation and services.

Lord Mark Kerr was principal landlord of Portrush through
marriage to Lady Charlotte McDonnell, younger daughter of
the 6th Earl of Antrim. As Portrush became more popular as
a seaside resort, there was also an increase in the number
of substantial villas situated in prime locations to provide
holiday homes for the wealthier members of society
In 1837 Doctor Boyd, a native of Coleraine, constructed the
first purpose-built hotel in Portrush, The Antrim Arms.

Lord Mark Kerr engaged a certain Daniel Hanna, a Civil
Engineer, to produce a design for building lots for let at
Portrush on the Antrim estate. This was advertised from June
1857, to attract those who might ‘appreciate the value of
possessing a summer residence, both for health, sea-bathing
and recreation’.

Proposed Ramore Head Villas
Copyright Lord Mark Kerr

Isometrical Perspective Drawing of Portrush circa 1857

The Isometrical Perspective Drawing of The Town of Portrush
produced in 1857 by Daniel Hanna for Lord Mark Kerr is a
wonderful example of the vision that the Earl’s Family had
for the development of Portrush. The types of development
ranged from First Class Villas on Ramore Head to splendid
Terraces along Lansdowne.
Ramore Head was to be the location for a mixture of one and
a half storey Villas 16 feet high and Ornamental First Class
Villas at least 18 feet high in front.
Lansdowne Terrace extended into what is now Antrim
Gardens and the buildings were to be at least three stories
tall and thirty foot high in front.
Proposed Lansdowne Terrace Copyright Lord Mark Kerr

There are many other examples of this development which we
will return to in future issues of this magazine.
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If you kick a stone it will
tell you a story
By Anne Marie McAleese
‘20 Embassy Regal and a quarter of clove rock … and you keep
the change’ – that’s what Granny would say on Saturday
afternoons no sooner than my Dad and I were through the
door of her house at 84 Causeway Street in the early 1970’s.
We watched the hockey matches on the pitch beside the
East strand Car park on the weekends when they were
played at home and hurried back to Granny’s for tea and
buns afterwards. I didn’t have far to go for the message –
Stockmans, formerly the cash stores, was a quick 2 minute
dash and Mr and Mrs Stockman knew the order well. With my
reward, I’d buy a box of sweetie cigarettes to see if smoke
might come from them too.

In the early days, as I criss-crossed the length and breadth of
the country chatting to people about where they were from,
their landscape and ultimately their heritage, conversations
often began with resistance … ‘but sure no-body would be
interested in this place … and the oul stories about it’. It’s easy
to talk about things that you love – place and people is no
exception in this regard and reluctance often gives way to
affection. Near the slopes of Slieve Gullion in County Armagh
they’ll tell you, ‘if you kick a stone it’ll tell you a story’. There
are stones on every lane, road, street, field, beach, harbour,
around every corner in our townlands, villages, towns and
cities. They will give up secrets long forgotten, stories never
heard and history unrecorded. We have many stones yet to
kick. But the reward far outweighs the effort. And the stones
will return to ground and in their own steadfast way, thank us
for it, in the days and years to come.

Those childhood memories of my early days in Portrush
become more precious as the years go by. In between
the frantic tackles and lightening flicks of the hockey ball
towards the net, I like to think I took a minute or two to
appreciate the beauty of my surroundings - the ancient sand
dunes ahead and the illustrious fairways of Royal Portrush
and the Valley golf course, only a 9 iron away. And I wonder
too if the seeds of my obsession with place and where we
come from and how it forms us, were planted back then. It’s
certainly been a lifelong passion, serendipitously developed
in the last 30 years by my association with BBC Radio Ulster’s
Your Place and Mine programme which I have presented for
most of that time.

Christmas Reading
Golden Strands

Portrush: The Port on the
Promontory

Seaside Voices - Summer Tales of Old Portrush by
Maurice McAleese

This beautiful hardback
volume extends to 216 pages
and is illustrated with over
130 photographs and line
drawings, some never
previously published. The
matt laminated hardback
cover, and the colour
endpapers showing two
beautiful scenes of the town,
complement the wealth of
information within the book.

In his acknowledgement of
sources Maurice comments
“ Quoted throughout these
pages are some beautifully
descriptive pages from the
pens of gifted reporters
and writers from a century
and more ago, old “voices”
that conjure up memorable
seaside images of Portrush in
bygone ages. One reviewer
wrote,

The late Robert Anderson,
writing the book’s foreword,
stated “ Through personal
experiences, extensive
research and, as part of his
career as a highly respected
journalist with the Coleraine Chronicle, he has acquired a
wealth of knowledge about the history of Portrush to the
extent that many, including myself, look upon Hugh as the
recognised authority on the town’s history”

“As someone who first visited
Portrush way back in 1978
as a child, this book was
a charming read about the wonderful little seaside town.
I enjoyed it very much and for anyone who holds a deep
nostalgic fondness for “The Port” this will undoubtedly please”.
From the book foreword, This is a reverential (mostly) look at
a time when Portrush, according to one source, had a Riveria
atmosphere about it and the sea, on a fine day, was “ as blue
as the Mediterranean”

Hugh has painstakingly collected, researched and compiled
material relating to his home town from early myths and
legends through to the end of the 20th century. The work
features nostalgic photographs from the author’s collection,
together with others from friends who share an interest in
preserving the memories of Portrush in the past.

Available through on-line and local book stores

Available through on-line and local book stores
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Our Community Partners
Coleraine Historical
Society
Coleraine Historical Society was founded in 1984 to promote
the study of and public interest in the history, antiquities and
folk life of the Coleraine area.

Hello from #DiscoverPortrush

Society Meetings and Talks
Were we in normal times, the Society would meet on the
third Tuesday of the month, at 7.30 p.m. in the Sandel Centre,
Knocklyn, Coleraine (no meetings held in July, August or
December). Meetings were cancelled in the early part of 2020
due to Covid-19 and so since August and with great success,
monthly talks have been delivered via Zoom. The Society has
recently revamped its website and now has a new address,
www.colerainehistory.org though anyone logging on using
the old address, colerainehistoricalsociety.co.uk, will always
get directed to the revised site.

Hi, I’m Ayla and I’m delighted to have been invited to help
Portrush Heritage Group grow and sustain its online presence.
We know as we all try to navigate unexpected and
unprecedented challenges of the Covid19 pandemic, many
of you have been accessing information online much more
frequently than you might have in the past. Meeting face to
face is simply not possible and Covid19 has necessitated the
introduction of new ways to communicate.
The PHG committee is working hard to ensure that the Group
recovers post pandemic and online platforms such as
Social Media, Zoom and YouTube are playing an important
role in ensuring its success. I hope to be able to guide this
transition to online media through the introduction of digital
procedures, training and systems, to ensure that you can
continue to access the fantastic content you would usually
find at meetings - via your smart phone or computer.

Bann Disc
An important aspect of Coleraine Historical Society`s work
is the publication of its prestigious annual journal, The
Bann Disc, which commenced in 1994. This year, 2020, sees
the publication of Volume 26 and it is the intention of the
Society to hold a `virtual` launch of the latest edition on 24th
November via Zoom. The book retailer Waterstones will also
be stocking the publication.

In 2019 when the Group was developing the Heritage Trail
it was decided to rebrand the Portrush Heritage Group’s
digital profile to Discover Portrush. This was a great success
with over 2,000 downloads of the Trail App to date. The App
is free download from App Store or Google Play. During
2020, the rebrand continued across the Group Facebook
page, which is now aligned with the new Discover Portrush
website. Although still a work in progress, the website is being
regularly updated with fascinating local stories - to check it
out search discoverportrush.com

Robert Anderson – An Appreciation
It is hard to believe that two years
have passed since the untimely
death of Robert Anderson,
our previous Chairman, on 4
November 2018. All who knew
him will recall his unassuming,
approachable and friendly
nature and fondly remember his
Robert at sea
passion for local heritage and
history, and the sea. His lifelong
friend and fellow founding member of the Society Tommy
McDonald remembered Robert as “An accomplished author,
broadcaster and public speaker, his extensive knowledge
of local history has been called on by many individuals and
organisations and established him as a well-known and
respected figure … There are many who are going to miss his
friendship, knowledge, leadership and talent”

Plus… Discover Portrush has now branched out to Instagram,
Twitter, Google Maps and YouTube - if you are familiar with
any of these channels, please show your support by giving us
a like and a follow.

Already Subscribed

Thank you for your support.
We hope you will enjoy
being part of the Portrush
Heritage Community. In the
coming months we will be
sending out by email our
weekly Heritage Newsletter
and further editions of this
Magazine. There will also be
on-line heritage offerings with further details to follow.

He contributed enthusiastically and frequently to the Bann
Disc and was an author of a series of popular books of local
interest. The titles will be familiar to most of us and include:
`Maritime Memories`, `Ulster`s Ships and Quaysides`,
`Round the Ramparts`, `A Century of Ships`, `Ships and
Quaysides`, `The Port of Coleraine`, the five volumes of the
`Memories in Focus` series and the three volumes of the
`Fading Memories` series. For many years Robert was the
pilot for the River Bann at Coleraine and for several years he
had a cruise boat on the river. In later years he took on the
role of Portrush Harbour Master

A Gift of Membership:

This Christmas we invite you to consider “A Gift of
Membership” for someone who shares our passion about
Portrush’s Heritage through preserving the past and
protecting it for future generations. Remember the louder our
voice is the more notice people will take.

A month after his death, in December 2018, a memorial event
was held at Coleraine Town Hall to celebrate Robert`s
life. It was a crowded hall and the very large attendance,
among which numbered many of his old and trusted friends,
was a fitting tribute to a great man. At a Heritage Evening
organised by Portrush Heritage Group in the Atlantic Hotel
on 21 November 2018. Robert`s friend of over 50 years, Hugh
McGrattan paid a moving tribute to Robert. Hugh concluded
with the words “When he wrote the Foreword to my book on
Portrush, he graciously commented; “A gaping chasm has at
last been filled.” Now Robert has gone and I can only say: “A
gaping chasm remains.”

Please use the return slip included with this magazine and
envelope to send-in your £10 subscription for membership
in 2021 to Treasurer, Portrush Heritage Group c/o 4 Rathmore
Drive, Portrush, BT568HG. If you prefer to use online banking
(DANSKE BANK COLERAINE, Sort Code is 95-06-79, Account
Number is 50041629). If convenient please confirm postal
or on-line payment by email to jhw46@hotmail.com or
Chairman.portushheritage@gmail.com
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